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Abstract—The present article is an overview of the secu-
rity problems affecting the Domain Name System and also
of the solutions developed throughout the last years in order
to provide a better, trustworthy and safer name resolution
protocol for the expanding Internet community of present
days.

The paper discusses the basic notions regarding DNS and
introduces the reader to the known security threats regard-
ing DNS. The DNSSEC subset proposed is presented and
analyzed from both theoretical and practical points of view,
explaining the existing security features of the implementa-
tions available today.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

To fully understand the strategic relevance of the DNS
security it worths reminding a well-known case of DNS
spoofing. In June 1997, Alternic (an alternative name
registry) redirected theinternic.netdomain (Internic - the
main name registry of names in Internet) to their site,
www.alternic.net. All started from the fact that many Inter-
net users feel that the Internic control of the top level do-
mains was against the spirit of Internet. Alternic stated that
they were protesting the Internic’s claim to ownership of
.com, .organd.nettop level domains which they were sup-
posed to be running on public trust. As a consequence, in
October 1997, Eugene Kashpureff - Alternic founder - was
arrested by Canadian authorities and faced with extradi-
tion to the U.S. in conjunction with wire fraud. He was the
brain behind the attack that programmed the Internic name
server to route all viewers to the Alternic site. Kashpureff
succeeded to cache bogus information on the target name
server reroutingwww.internic.netto www.alternic.netand
www.netsol.comto www.alternic.net, as well as causing
failures to resolve other addresses.

Since that time, no essential changes were made for the
DNS security so that this type of attacks are still possible
today. Furthermore, the Domain Name System is used ex-
tensively by almost all the applications and protocols that
are involved in network communication. Therefore it was
predictable that at some point someone will observe the
weaknesses of DNS and will take advantage of them. At

present, DNS spoofing, DNS cache poisoning are still hap-
pening and are getting quite annoying for system adminis-
trators responsible for the domains being spoofed. In this
paper, we will present the features that will secure the Do-
main Name System and why these security extensions are
necessary. Section 2 introduces the Domain Name System
fundamentals. The brief overview is meant to familiarize
the reader with the basic notions used in the article. Sec-
tion 3 describes and classifies the weaknesses of the DNS:
misdirected destination, misdirected source and other DNS
based attacks are described. Section 4 deals with the secu-
rity solutions globally referred as DNSSEC, and defined in
the set of documents that includes Request For Comments
2535 through 2537. A special consideration is given to the
TSIG (Transaction SIGnature) resource record regarded as
a complementary security enhancement of DNS. A rele-
vant aspect of the DNSSEC architecture is its capability
of storing public keys, hence acting as a public key infras-
tructure. The last section is reserved for a critical analysis
of DNSSEC.

II. W HAT IS DNS?

DNS is the shorthand for the Domain Name System.
The Domain Name System provides a mechanism of con-
version with a double functionality: it translates both sym-
bolic host names to IP addresses and IP addresses to host
names.

The DNS has three major components:
• The first category contains:
– theDomain Name Spaceand
– theResource Records, that are specifications for a tree

structured name space and the data associated with these
names.
• Name Serversare server programs which maintain the
information about the DNS tree structure and can set infor-
mation. A name server may cache information about any
part of the domain tree, but in general it has complete in-
formation about a specific part of the DNS. This means the
name server has authority for that subdomain of the name
space - therefore it will be calledauthoritative.
• Resolvers are programs that extract the information
from name servers in response to client requests.
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It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic no-
tions about DNS. A more detailed presentation of the DNS
can be found in the appendix.

III. DNS SECURITY PROBLEMS

It is known the fact that DNS is weak in several places.
Using the Domain Name System we face the problem
of trusting the information that came from a non authen-
ticated authority, the name-based authentication process,
and the problem of accepting additional information that
was not requested and that may be incorrect.
“Many of the classic security breaches in the history of
computers and computer networking have had to do not
with fundamental algorithm or protocol flaws, but with im-
plementation errors. While we do not intend to demean
the efforts of those involved in upgrading the Internet pro-
tocols to make security a more realistic goal, we have ob-
served that if BIND would just do what the DNS specifi-
cations say it should do, stop crashing, and start checking
its inputs, then most of the existing security holes in DNS
as practicedwould go away.” - Paul Vixie, founder of ISC
and main programmer of BIND.

A. Misdirected Destination: Trusting Faked Information

Suppose the following scenario: a user wants to con-
nect to host A by means of a telnet client. The telnet client
asks through a resolver the local name server to resolve
the name A into an IP address, it receives a faked answer,
and then initiates a TCP connection to the telnet server on
the machine A (so it thinks). The user sends his login and
password to the fake address. Now, the connection drops
and the user retries the whole procedure this time to the
correct IP address of the host A. He might ignore what just
happened but the malicious attacker that spoofed the name
of the host A is now in control of his login and password.
This happened because the present routers have no capac-
ity to disallow packets with fake source addresses. So, if
the attacker can route packets to someone, then he is capa-
ble of forging those packets to look as if they come from
a trustworthy host. Therefore, in our case the attacker pre-
dicts the time when a query will be sent and he starts to
flood the resolver with his fake answers. With a firewall
for the user’s network the resolver would not be reachable
from the outside world, but his local name server would.
So, if the local name server can be corrupted in the same
manner as described above then the attacker can redirect
such application with vital information towards hosts con-
trolled by him and capture these information. Following
these assumptions, we observe that in this case we have the
possibility of a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. In case of
such an attack, if the name server can be spoofed and the

attacker’s machine can impersonate the true name server
then it can maliciously provide that certain names in the
domain do not exist. Later on, we present a way in which
such an attack is annihilated in DNSSEC.

B. Name Based Authentication/Authorization

Some applications, unfortunately spreaded all over the
Internet, make use of an extremely insecure mechanism:
name based authentication/authorization. It is the case,
for example, of the Unix “r-commands” such asrlogin ,
rsh or rcp that use the concept of “remote equivalence”
to allow the remote access to a computer.

In these networks, system administrators or, even worse,
users can declare the remote equivalence of two accounts
on two different machines (e.g., by means of the files
/etc/hosts.equivor .rhosts). This equivalence associates
two users of two different hosts simply on the basis of their
names. The access to a remote computer is then granted if
the remote user is declared equivalent to a local user, and
if the requesting hostname matches the one contained in
the equivalence definition. No other authentication mech-
anisms are used, so we can talk of name based (weak) au-
thentication. As an example, userjoecan login as the user
doe to the computerhost.mydomain.comfrom the com-
puterotherhost.mydomain.comif the file /etc/hosts.equiv
contains the equivalence between the local userdoe and
the userjoe@otherhost.mydomain.com.

Remote commands have been designed at the dawn of
the Internet for the use in trusted local network, where all
the users were known to the system administrator, and the
network was not connected to the big Internet. Unfortu-
nately, remote commands survived to the Internet growth
and they are still present and used in many networks.

If name based authentication/authorization is used, it is
possible to access to a remote machine simply spoofing
the name of a host. Also, if the local network is protected
by a firewall, all the hosts that use name based authentica-
tion/authorization are at risk if an attacker can get control
of a single machine of the firewall-protected network. The
attacker can monitor network traffic learning the equiva-
lences used in that network, and spoof the IP address of
an equivalent host (e.g., performing a denial of service at-
tack on that machine, or simply waiting for the machine to
shut-down). Now, the attacker’s host is completely equiva-
lent to the spoofed host for all the computers using remote
equivalence.

C. Trusting Supplementary Non-Authoritative Informa-
tion

This is another side of the DNS weakness. For the goal
of efficiency the DNS was designed to have the additional
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section in its standard message format. Therefore, in cer-
tain cases when a supplementary information is considered
necessary to speed up the response for a given query, it is
included in the additional section. One example, if we
ask our name server, i.e.ns.mydomain.com, to retrieve
the mail exchange RR for the domaincomp-craiova.ro,
the server responds with amail.gate.comp-craiova.roRR
in the answer section of the DNS message and in the ad-
ditional section the name and the IP address of the name
server authoritative for thecomp-craiova.rodomain are in-
cluded.

Remember that this information was not explicitely
asked by us, rather it was cached by our name server, in
its pursuit for solving our query, in order to avoid further
lookups for the name server authoritative for that domain.

The type of attack possible in this case is called “cache
poisoning”. How does this happen? Suppose the following
situation described in figure 1. An attacker controlling the
name server for his domainevil.comwants to poison the
cache of another name server calledns.broker.comused
by a broker’s agency in order to impersonate the machine
www.bank.comthat is often accessed by the users in the
domainbroker.com. From his machine the attacker asks
the name serverns.broker.comfor a name under the au-
thority of his own name server, e.g.anyhost.evil.com. The
name serverns.broker.comwill contact the attacker’s name
server - authoritative for that name. This name server will
answer the query and will also get the query ID which it
stores for later use. This query ID is placed in the header
section of any DNS message and is assigned by the pro-
gram that generated the query (i.e., the target name server).
This identifier is copied in the corresponding reply and can
be used by the requester to match up replies to outstand-
ing queries - as mentioned in the RFC 1035 [2]. The at-
tack continues with another query from the attacker’s side.
He knows that the broker’s agency is frequently contact-
ing a certain bank site whose name he is willing to spoof.
Therefore, he will ask thens.broker.comname server for
the address of thewww.bank.com. Normally, the name
serverns.broker.comwill contact the DNS server author-
itative for the domainbank.com(e.g., ns.bank.com). At
this point, the attacker will start to flood thens.broker.com
server with replies in which the address of the attacker’s
machine is mapped to the namewww.bank.combefore
the true response can arrive from the authoritative name
server (that isns.bank.com). He also can predict cor-
rectly the query and reply ID, since he already has the
last query ID generated byns.broker.com. In this way, the
serverns.broker.comreceives an information which is not
proper and also caches it after responding to the former
attacker’s query forwww.bank.com. Now, the trap is set

and all the attacker has to do is wait until a connection
from broker.comdomain is made towww.bank.com. Since
the IP address of the attacker’s machine is mapped incor-
rectly, in the server’s cache (ns.broker.com), to the name
www.bank.comall the connections to the bank will be di-
rected to the attacker’s machine. The name server will not
try to query again forwww.bank.com, it will just use the
information it cached during previous DNS lookups. This
is another reason why data received by the name servers in
the DNS need origin authentication and integrity verifica-
tion.

IV. DNS SECURITY EXTENSIONS

In the RFC 1035 [2] - “DNS implementation and spec-
ification” - the security considerations were not forgotten
since it is emphasized that the cache integrity is of maxi-
mum importance. Despite this statement, the need for per-
formance has pushed the present implementations to the
situation of adding unauthorized records to the additional
section and - lacking a strong authentication mechanism
- believing that all information provided by DNS is trust-
worthy.

A. Involving Cryptography

With RFC 2065 [3] and afterwards with its successor
RFC 2535 [4], the need for security extensions to DNS was
acknowledged and standardized in an organized manner
within the DNSSEC IETF working group. The first step
is to provide data authentication of the resource records
travelling back and forth in the internet. With authentica-
tion come also data integrity and data source authentica-
tion. The authentication is obtained by means of cryp-
tographic digital signatures. The public key algorithms
used for authentication in DNSSEC are MD5/RSA and
DSA. The digital signatures generated with public key al-
gorithms have the advantage that anyone having the pub-
lic key can verify them. Each resource record in the DNS
messages exchanged can be digitally signed providing data
origin authentication and integrity of the message.

In addition, DNSSEC defines new resource records for
storage of public keys in the DNS. These RRs can be used
to distribute the keys involved in the security of the DNS
itself, but also to distribute keys associated with names to
support other security aware protocols (e.g., IPSEC). In
the following, we will examine the proposed extensions.
First of all, the resource records added for authentication
support are KEY and SIG. The KEY RR contains the pub-
lic key for a host or for a zone. The SIG RR contains the
digital signature associated with each set of records.

For a signed zone, there is a zone KEY RR and each re-
source record in the zone is signed with the zone’s corre-
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Figure 1. A cache poisoning example

sponding private key. To better understand this statement,
we figure below the differences in a zone file between stan-
dard DNS and secure DNS. For standard DNS, we have the
following resource records in the sample zone data file as
seen in figure 2. We have a simple zone data file in which
are present the resource records specifying the start of au-
thority (SOA) parameters, the name server (NS), the mail
exchange (MX) for the domainmydomain.com(lines 1-9
in figure 2). We also have the IP addresses for the name
server, mail exchange box and one host inmydomain.com
- given by the A RR.

When DNSSEC is used, the zone file modifies as pre-
sented in figure 3. First of all, we can see that for each re-
source record from figure 2 we have an acompanying SIG
RR in figure 3. Each resource record in the old zone file is
signed by the zone’s private key. The SIG RR cryptograph-
ically binds a resource record set to the signer and a valid-
ity interval. In our example, the validity interval of the sig-
nature is marked by the values 19991023133034 (the time
of expiring: 13:30:34 on the 23rd of October 1999) and
19990923133046 (the time of signing the zone: 13:30:46
on the 23rd of September 1999). Also, notice the differ-

ent SIG RR that appears in line 13 of figure 3. It refers
to AXFR RR. This record was not present in the figure 2.
This SIG is meant to efficiently assure the completeness
and security of zone transfers. The AXFR signature must
be calculated after all the RRs in the zone file are signed
and inserted. In fact, it belongs to the zone as a whole, not
only to the zone name. This AXFR signature is retrieved
only as part of a zone transfer. The signatures of the RRs
and of the zone data file are generated by a special pro-
gram: the zone signer. The task of doing the signing is
charged to the zone administrator. The zone signer reads
all the data in the zone file, organizes it in a canonical or-
der, arranges related records into groups, signs them all
and adds the SIG and NXT RRs at their proper places. At
the end all this information is written in a file that will be
later on used by the zone primary name server.

The use of the NXT RR is meant to authenticate the
non-existance of a resource record. As it can be seen the
structure of the file by using the NXT RR becomes circu-
lar in the way that if someone looks at the last NXT RR
in the zone, he will see that it points to the RRs of name
mydomain.com.which is in the beginning of the file. It
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Line Zone Data File
1: mydomain.com. IN SOA securens.mydomain.com. sysadmin.mydomain.com.(
2: 19991011 ;serial number
3: 86400 ;refresh time
4: 1800 ;retry time
5: 2592000 ;expire time
6: 86400 ;time to live
7: )
8: mydomain.com. IN NS securens.mydomain.com.
9: mydomain.com. IN MX 10 servmail.mydomain.com.

10: host IN A 131.87.24.3
11: securens IN A 131.87.24.1
12: servmail IN A 131.87.24.4

Figure 2. A zone file in the classic DNS

is also important to observe that the names in the zone
are arranged in canonical order (with one exception: the
zone name). The NXT RR plays the role of linking suc-
cessive names in a zone file. As seen in figure 3, for each
name in the zone file we have one NXT RR pointing to
the next name in the zone and also specifying the type
of RRs. For example, the NXT RR formydomain.com
points tohost.mydomain.com(next name in the zone) and
specifies as existing types of RRs formydomain.comthe
NS, SOA, MX, SIG and NXT. This is necessary to pro-
vide a mechanism by which someone could verify the non-
existance of a name in a zone or the non-existance of a type
for an existing name. If a resolver asks for a name that
does not exist in the zone file, the DNSSEC server author-
itative for that domain will return a signed SOA RR and
also a NXT RR that will authenticate the non-existance of
that name. An example, if a resolver asks for the name
newhost.mydomain.comthe A (address) RR, the authori-
tative name server for the domainmydomain.com, i.e.,se-
curens.mydomain.com, will return a signed SOA RR to-
gether with the NXT RR of thehost.mydomain.com(i.e.,
host IN NXT securens.mydomain.com A SIG NXT).

What does it mean? The interpretation is that be-
tween host.mydomain.comand securens.mydomain.com
there are no other names in the zone file and only the A,
SIG and NXT RRs are available for that name (i.e., for
host.mydomain.com). Therefore, the resolver by verify-
ing the signature of the NXT RR can easily infer that the
name it requested does not exist and only these three types
of RRs are available for that name. The NXT RR pro-
vides for defense against replay attacks. Moreover, the
NXT RR will be included in the authority section of re-
sponses and this is a change in the existing standard (RFC
1034/1035 [1] [2]) which included only SOA and NS RRs
in the authority section. In short, the NXT RR is used to
securely indicate that RRs with an owner name in a certain

name interval do not exist in a zone and to indicate which
RRs are associated to an existing name in the zone. The
NXT RR must be automatically computed and added dur-
ing the signing of the zone and they must be signed by the
zone’s key.

B. Chaining through KEYs

When a resolver receives a response from a DNSSEC
name server, it must start the verification of the signatures
associated to the RRs received as answers. But the ver-
ification of the signature only says that the message was
correctly signed. It doesn’t say anything about trusting or
not the data. So, we only have data integrity, but not data
origin authentication. The resolver must somehow deter-
mine if the KEY that signed the RRs is trustworthy and if
it is authorized to sign those RRs. In order to do this it
must build a cryptographically verified chain of KEY and
SIG RRs to a point of trust. Each KEY RR is signed by
the parent zone’s KEY. So, in order to verify the SIG RR
of a KEY the resolver must retrieve additional information
about parent zones.

Let’s see an example. Suppose you want to retrieve the
address RR ofhost.mydomain.com. Your resolver would
query your security aware name server for the name and
type requested. When receiving the response, you have
an A RR for the namehost.mydomain.comand also a SIG
RR for the A RR together with a KEY RR containing the
public key that verifies the signature. The problem raised
is can you trust that public key?

The process of authentication is based on the follow-
ing facts. The root public key is trusted since it is pre-
configured in the resolver. Let’s assume that the resource
records ofmydomain.com(placed on the machinese-
curens.mydomain.com) were signed with the private key
of themydomain.com. The public key (stored in the KEY
RR retrieved by you) is also signed, but by the parent do-
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Line Zone Data File
1: mydomain.com. IN SOA securens.mydomain.com. sysadmin.mydomain.com. (
2: 938093434 ;serial number
3: 86400 ;refresh time
4: 1800 ;retry time
5: 2592000 ;expire time
6: 86400 ;TTL
7: ) ;Cl=2
8: mydomain.com. IN SIG SOA 1 86400 (;RR type, alg. type, TTL
9: 19991023133034 ;SIG expiration time

10: 19990923133041 ;SIG inception time
11: 59104 mydomain.com. ;key tag, signer’s name
12: aMA12laNfGhi/ukl... );the signature
13: mydomain.com. IN SIG AXFR 1 86400 (;zone transfer signature
14: 19991023133034 19990923133046 59104 mydomain.com.
15: rEma121ANfasdc... );the signature
16: mydomain.com. IN NS securens.mydomain.com.
17: mydomain.com. IN SIG NS 1 86400 (
18: 19991023133034 19990923133041 59104 mydomain.com.
19: BmmAR12LenCDFsS... );the signature
20: mydomain.com. IN MX 10 servmail.mydomain.com.
21: mydomain.com. IN SIG MX 1 86400 (
22: 19991023133034 19990923133041 59104 mydomain.com.
23: kjldfieVDSl... )
24: mydomain.com. IN NXT host.mydomain.com. NS SOA MX SIG NXT
25: mydomain.com. IN SIG NXT 1 86400 (
26: 19991023133034 19990923133041 59104 mydomain.com.
27: LfDS5Almcds21... )
28: host IN A 131.87.24.3
29: IN SIG A 1 86400 (
30: 19991023133034 19990923133044 59104 mydomain.com.
31: IN NXT securens.mydomain.com. A SIG NXT
32: IN SIG NXT 1 86400
33: 19991023133034 19990923133044 59104 mydomain.com.
34: LdSD+/34mCDGfy... )
35: securens IN A 131.87.24.1
36: IN SIG A 1 86400 (
37: 19991023133034 19990923133046 59104 mydomain.com.
38: HgfT4K08VBDliv... )
39: IN KEY KmOP/sd7REvb3Kii... ;the securens public key
40: IN SIG KEY 1 86400 (
41: 19991023133034 19990923133046 59104 mydomain.com.
42: OrT2M09/xZE... )
43: IN NXT servmail.mydomain.com. A SIG KEY NXT
44: IN SIG NXT 1 86400
45: 19991023133034 19990923133046 59104 mydomain.com.
46: TmBP/=s4hRvEvbLa...
47: servmail IN A 131.87.24.4
48: IN SIG A 1 86400 (
49: 19991023133034 19990923133044 59104 mydomain.com.
50: IN NXT mydomain.com. A SIG NXT
51: IN SIG NXT 1 86400 (
52: 19991023133034 19990923133044 59104 mydomain.com.
53: Al0Va/fuT23mRs... )

Figure 3. The same zone file in DNSSEC

main, that is with the private key ofcom. To verify it, you
must retrieve also the public key ofcom. In the same man-
ner, the public key ofcomis signed by the root private key.
After verification of the public key ofcom(with the pub-
lic key of the root that you have), you reached a point in
the tree that you can trust. Therefore, you can conclude
that the public KEY ofmydomain.comcan be trusted. In
this way, a resolver would learn trusted keys upon verify-
ing their signatures passing through this chain of KEY and
SIG RRs. The second time it needs to verify whether or

not to trust a key, it can use the data cached during previ-
ous validations. In the worst case, a resolver would have
to confirm the signatures of keys up to the root level of the
DNS tree.

C. DNS Transaction Security

This new notion was introduced in the DNSSEC termi-
nology due to several facts that concern the resolvers. A
resolver is usually a simple application, that is not capa-
ble of caching and does little processing. In the general
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DNSSEC scheme, if a resolver has to verify all the sig-
natures of the RRs received passing through the chain of
KEYs and SIGs described first it would have to be adjusted
with cache capability and with the ability of verifying sig-
natures. By far this solution is impractical since a lot of re-
solvers work on slow machines and also they interact with
only a small number of name servers. A better solution
is to let the task of verifying the signatures to the name
servers and to introduce communication security between
the name servers and resolvers.

For only two participants we can use secret key cryp-
tography with the mentions that secret key cryptography is
faster than public key cryptography and requires less CPU
usage, so the load on resolvers would not be high. In this
scenario, the resolver and the name server share a secret
key. The key has to be generated out of band. This key -
the TKEY meta RR - is not stored or cached in the DNS
and should not appear in the zone files. The key can be
generated both by server or resolver, hence we can have
server assigned or resolver assigned keying. For example,
in the case of a server assigned keying, the DNS server pro-
duces the keying material. The resolver sends a query in
which it asks for a TKEY RR. In the additional section of
this query the resolver includes its public key, that will be
used by the name server to encrypt the keying material and
compile the response for the resolver. Only the resolver
can decrypt the symmetric key since it has the private key.
The keying material will usually be less than 256 bits be-
cause that is enough at the present time for strong pro-
tection with modern keyed hash or symmetric algorithms.
Another distribution method such as manual key exchange
is possible.

At this point, the resolver and name server have a shared
secret key. From now on, every message from the resolver
can include a request signature and every message from
the name server to the resolver can incorporate in the ad-
ditional section a transaction signature. These signatures
are created with the shared symmetric key and are authen-
ticated by the receiver. For these special signatures, a new
resource record is introduced - TSIG (Transaction Signa-
ture). The difference between SIG and TSIG RR consists
in the fact that the first are signatures of sets of resource
records while the second are signatures of DNS messages
(for the resource records in the message and the header
section).

The only message digest algorithm to be used for trans-
action signatures specified in the Internet draft [10] is
HMAC-MD5 (as defined in RFC 1321, RFC 2104).

D. DNS as a PKI

We discussed the capability of DNSSEC to store public
keys in KEY RR. But these RRs can store more than just
DNS public keys. KEY RRs are associated to zones (used
to sign DNSSEC zones), to hosts or end entities or to users
(DNS can store user names). Additionally, each KEY RR
is associated to a protocol, e.g. DNSSEC, IPSEC, a.s.o.

With the omnipresence of DNS in the Internet, this fea-
ture of storing keys can be used by other applications and
protocols as a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

In the existing public key infrastructures, the public keys
are published and authenticated by means of certificates. A
certificate is a set containing a cryptographic public key, a
validity interval, identity, and other related information all
tied together by a digital signature. Additionally, a cer-
tificate revocation list represents the list of certificates that
are revoked, all signed by the issuer of the revoked certifi-
cates. E.g., the X.509 certificates and their related CRLs
in the X.500 directory or the PGP certificates/revocations.

The DNSSEC “chain of trust” provides some sort of
certification since the verification of KEY and SIG RRs
is similar to the verification process of a certificate in a
PKI (Public Key Infrastructure). Moreover, in the RFC
2538 [7], a new resource record is defined for DNS to pro-
vide storage for certificates and their related certificate re-
vocation lists - the CERT RR. According to the RFC [7],
the certificates are recommended to be stored under a do-
main name related to the entity that controls the private key
corresponding to the certified public key. Also, the CRL
CERT RRs are recommended to be stored under a domain
name related to the issuer of the revoked certificates.

Current DNS implementations are optimized for small
transfers, typically no more than 512 bytes. Therefore, at
the present time the RFC 2538 [7] recommends that is ad-
visable to make efforts to minimize the size of certificates
stored within the DNS. Efforts are also made to achieve
efficiency for large transfers in the next generation of DNS
implementations. For this, solutions may include the use
of fewest possible optional or extensions fields and also
the use of short field values for variable length fields that
must be included.

E. DNSSEC - State of the Art

By the time of writing this article, the only implemen-
tation of a DNS secure is offered by the Trusted Informa-
tion Systems (TIS) and has as foundation the BIND ver.
4.9.4. The secure DNS prototype from TIS supports only
the KEY, SIG and NXT RRs. It also provides a signing
tool based on the RSAREF cryptographic library. The TIS
labs are also involved in developing the implementation of
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DNS security to be used in the future versions of BIND.
The work is funded by the U.S. Department of Defense’s
Information Systems Agency (DIAS).

On the other hand, the new version of BIND - BIND ver.
9 - is meant to provide full support for DNS security. The
release of BINDv9 is due for April 2000. As their imple-
menters say, BINDv9 is a major rewrite of the underlying
BIND architecture in order to provide scalability, security
(support for DNSSEC, support for TSIG), maintainability,
portability and IPv6 support.

V. OBSERVATIONS

In the perspective of Domain Name System, the cryp-
tography is used only for authentication and not for con-
fidentiality. This is necessary for the resolvers to retrieve
verifiable correct information from DNS servers out there.
It also respects the primary goal of DNS to provide the
same, public available, answers for all queries without dis-
crimination.

The DNSSEC involves cryptographic keys and there-
fore some attention should be paid regarding key gener-
ation, key size, key storage and key lifetime problems. On
the other hand, it is obvious that the KEY and SIG RRs
are larger than any other resource records in DNS. If we
compare a 4 byte address resource record with the at least
128 bytes of a SIG RR generated by a 1024-bit RSA pri-
vate key, it is clear that the first remarkable difference be-
tween DNS and DNSSEC is represented by a substantial
increase in size of the zone files and consequently of the
DNS messages exchanged. As seen in our example, each
name with a set of small-sized resource records from an
unsecure zone file will be attached additionally, in a se-
cured zone file, with a SIG and a NXT RRs.

Returning to key handling in DNSSEC, it is useful to
mention a few things. Careful generation of key is of most
interest and should not be ignored. The strongest algo-
rithm used with the longest keys are of no use if a potential
adversary can guess enough to reduce the size of the key
space so that a powerful machine can exhaustively search
it.

Another aspect considered is the lifetime of a pair of
public keys. The longer a key is in use the greater the pos-
sibility of being compromised through carelessness, ac-
cident, espionage, or cryptanalysis. The RFC 2541 [9]
recommends that no long term key should have a life-
time bigger than 4 years and a reasonable value for such
keys would be represented by 13 months, with the idea
that the keys be replaced each year. On the other hand,
public keys with a too short lifetime can lead to excessive
resource consumption in re-signing the zone data and re-
trieving fresh information because the cached information

has expired. The minimum value proposed is 3 minutes -
the reasonable estimate of the packet delay. In what con-
cerns the lifetime of the keys used for transaction security
the advisable time interval is 36 days with the intent that
the keys should be changed monthly.

As computers get faster each year, cryptanalysis be-
comes more and more efficient in breaking keys. To com-
bat this, it would be good to increase the size of the keys
to a point where for the present computer’s computation
power it would necessitate a large period of time for break-
ing it. The problem is larger keys are indeed more se-
cure but also slower. Moreover, larger keys imply growth
of the KEY and SIG RRs, and also of the DNS mes-
sage size. Therefore, it gives the possibility of DNS UDP
packet overflow and hence TCP protocol would have to be
used with its higher overhead. All this can only drive to
slower name resolution with all its consequences, see RFC
2539 [8].

Equally important is the storage of private keys. The
recommendations for this matter are that the zone private
keys and the zone file master copy be kept and used for
signing off-line, on non-networked and physically secure
computers. Also, the secure resolvers must be config-
ured with some trusted on-line public key information or
they will be unable to verify the signatures of the resource
records retrieved. Moreover, this public key must be pro-
tected too, otherwise it is possible that spoofed DNS in-
formation may appear authentic. The other type of private
keys such as host or user keys, generally have to be kept
on-line, since they might be used for transaction security
key establishing.

For the top-level domain zones and for the root zone the
problem of securing the private keys must be discussed in
a different way. An attacker who could get the private key
of a top-level zone would become authoritative for all the
subdomains below. In the same way anyone who could
obtain the root zone private key would be in control over
the entire DNS space of all the resolvers configured to use
the public key of the root zone, excepting those that are
configured with the public key of a subdomain they belong
to. Hence, the security of the root zone and top-level zones
private keys is of major importance. The strongest, largest
size, and most carefully handled keys should be used for
these zones and the root zone private key should always be
kept off-line. The lifetime of such a key should be of ten to
fifteen years since the update of a huge mass of resolvers
around the Internet would be difficult to achieve oftenly
(also all the top-level public keys would have to be signed
again by the new private key of the root zone).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

With this article we wanted to provide an introduction to
the DNS security extensions pointing out the weaknesses
of the present DNS implementations and also a guide to
its secure extension DNSSEC. We found difficult starting
work on this topics due to the lack of organized documen-
tation on existing implementation of DNSSEC and to the
fact that not all the security extensions mentioned earlier
are integrated in the existing prototypes. The future work
will be directed toward installation and testing of the new
DNS implementations (that include the DNSSEC subset).
Another aspect that will be analyzed will be the possibility
of integrating DNSSEC in existing applications particu-
larly focussing on PKI-based applications.
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APPENDIX

I. I NTRODUCTION TODNS

A. A Bit of History

DNS is the shorthand for the Domain Name System. It
represents the set of protocols and services on a TCP/IP
network which allow users of the network to use hierar-
chical user-friendly names when looking for other hosts
instead of having to remember and use their IP addresses.
This system is used almost by any other application and
protocol that is involved in network communication (e.g.,
web browsing, ftp, telnet or other TCP/IP utilities on In-
ternet).

At the beginning of Internet, the name resolution was
performed by means of“hosts” files (e.g.,/etc/hostsin
UNIX) which contained the complete list of names and
their associated IP addresses. These files were adminis-
tered centrally, by the Network Information Center (NIC),
and each computer connected to the Internet had to update
its file periodically. With the exponential growth of the In-
ternet, this became a burden for system administrators, so
a better solution was needed. And it was given by prof.
Paul Mockapetris the main designer of the Domain Name
System.

So, the best known function of DNS consists in mapping
symbolic names to IP addresses and viceversa. One exam-
ple, if we need to connect to a certain web site, we need
to know the IP address of the machine that supports this
service, (for example, something like this 131.87.24.29),
instead of this sequence of ciphers, not so easy to re-
member and use, we could use the more suggestive name
www.mydomain.com. This is where DNS gets involved.

In the ISO/OSI hierarchy, DNS finds itself on the ap-
plication level, even though its usage is transparent to the
users that simply refers to names instead of IP addresses,
and it can use either TCP or UDP as transport protocols.
Usually, the resolvers are mainly relying on UDP (since
the DNS queries and responses are well-suited for this pro-
tocol), but TCP might be used whenever truncation of the
returned data occurs.

B. DNS Overview

In practice, the Domain Name System can be seen as
a distributed database of names. These names establish
a logical tree structure calleddomain name space. The
root of the tree is the root domain followed by its children,
the Top Level Domains (TLDs), which in turn can contain
several levels of subdomains. Figure 4 shows the structure
of such a tree.

Host names consist of concatenation of the labels of
each node on the path from the leaf that represents the ac-
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Figure 4. The Domain Name Space

tual host up to the root. Adjacent labels are separated by
a dot. A general rule for host names would look like this
host.subdomain.top-level-domain.
The DNS has three major components:

• The first category contains:
– theDomain Name Spaceand
– theResource Records, that are specifications for a tree

structured name space and the data associated with these
names.
• Name Serversare server programs which maintain the
information about the DNS tree structure and can set infor-
mation. A name server may cache information about any
part of the domain tree, but in general it has complete in-
formation about a specific part of the DNS. This means the
name server has authority for that subdomain of the name
space - therefore it will be calledauthoritative.
• Resolvers are programs that extract the information
from name servers in response to client requests.

Each node in the tree of DNS database, along with all

the nodes below it, is called adomain, that means a logi-
cal subtree of the domain name space. Each node or do-
main can contain subdomains. Domains and subdomains
are grouped into zones to allow for distributed adminis-
tration of the domain name space. Therefore, the portion
of the name space whose database records exist and are
managed in a particular zone file is called azone. Name
servers generally have complete information about some
part of the domain name space (that is, azone), which they
load from a file or from another name server [12]. It is im-
portant to understand the difference between a zone and a
domain. One of the main goals of DNS is to decentralize
administration and this is realized bydelegation. There-
fore, an organization administering a domain can divide it
into subdomains. Each of these subdomains can be dele-
gated to other organizations. This means that an organi-
zation becomes responsible for maintaining all the data in
that subdomain. It can freely change the data and even di-
vide its subdomain up into more subdomains and delegate
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Figure 5. Example of DNS message exchange

those, too. All top-level domains, and many domains at
the second level and lower are broken into smaller, more
manageable units by delegation. These smaller units are
the zones. A zone contains the domain names that the
domain with the same domain name contains, except for
domain names in delegated subdomains [12]. The zone
data is stored in the zone data files which are loaded by the
primary name servers authoritative for that zone.

The DNS messages are the data units that are transmit-
ted between name servers and resolvers. The message for-
mat (see figure 5) consists of a header, containing a num-
ber of fixed fields that are always present, and up to four
sections that carry query parameters and resource records.
Data that is associated with the nodes and leaves of the
DNS tree is exchanged in the last three sections of the DNS
message. These resource records (RR) are labeled accord-
ing to the type of data they contain. They may represent
a host address (A), a name server (NS), a start of author-
ity (SOA), a pointer to another location (PTR), an alias
(CNAME), a mail exchanger (MX) or other types as spec-
ified in RFC 1035 [2]. The content of these four sections
serves different purposes. Their order is always the same
and some of them can be empty. The answer section, the
authority section and the additional section have the same
format.

• The headerdescribes whether the message is a query
or a response (with theqr bit), the type of the query (de-
scribed by the 4-bit OPCODE field), an authoritative an-
swer (AA), a truncated message (TC), recursion desired
(RD), recursion available (RA), the response code (no er-
ror, format error, server failure, name error), etc.
• The questionsection carries the query name, the query
type and the query class (e.g., IN, CH and HS standing

for INTERNET, CHAOS and HESIOD classes). The most
frequently used class is the INTERNET class. Valid query
types are all the codes for resource record types (e.g., NS,
A, MX, PTR, etc.)
• Theanswersection carries the resource records that di-
rectly respond to the query.
• Theauthoritysection contains resource records that de-
scribe other authoritative servers.
• The additional section carries the resource records that
are not explicitely requested, but might be helpful in using
the resource records in the other sections.

The whole database is divided into zones that are dis-
tributed among the name servers. The essential task of a
name server is to answer queries using data in its zone.
To ensure a higher degree of reliability of the system, the
definition of DNS requires at least two name servers con-
taining authoritative data for a given zone. The main name
server is called theprimary name server and the backup
servers are calledsecondaryname servers. Secondary
authoritative name servers update their zone periodically
with the data polled from their primary servers. Primary
name servers load the data base files provided by the zone
administrator and maintain a cache of data that was ac-
quired through resource records. Since servers want to up-
date dynamically the changes in the name space of their
authorities, each resource record will contain aTime To
Live (TTL) field to ensure that servers will not cache data
beyond this time limit.

As shown in figure 6, the interface between the Domain
Name System and the user programs is thename resolver.
The resolver is on the same host as the user program and
can contact one or more name servers. The resolver has
a triple functionality: translating host names to IP ad-
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Figure 6. Interaction between resolver and name servers

dresses, translating IP addresses to host names and lookups
for other information about domain names (i.e., resource
records specified by type, class and name). When a user
program needs to resolve a name, it addresses the resolver.
The resolver in turn carries out the following procedure:

• It formulates a query and contacts its local name server
which is pre-configured (e.g., in theresolv.conffile). This
query can be either iterative or recursive.
– In recursive resolution, the queried local name server

has to answer either with response to that query or with an
error code. The queried local name server cannot refer to
another name server. In case the local name server is not
authoritative for the requested data, it has to resolve the
query again for the resolver: iterative or recursive. After
possible many referrals, the local name server finally finds
the authoritative name server which will return either an
answer or an error code. This information is then passed
to the resolver.
– In iterative resolution, the local name server simply

returns the best answer it has. This means either a re-
sponse for the query or a referral to another name server
that would help the resolver continue the resolution pro-
cess.

The resolvers may vary from simple system calls (such

as gethostbyname() or gethostbyaddress() )
to more complex applications capable of caching infor-
mation (e.g.,nslookup, dig, host, a.s.o.). For efficiency
reasons, the recursive resolution is the most usual type of
DNS query between resolvers and the local name server
so that all burden of the resolution process is carried out
by the local name server. The resolution process seems
complex and twisted compared to a simple lookup in a
host database, but the speed-up is offered by caching. To
answer a query a name server might need to send several
DNS messages. During these resolution attempts the name
server discovers new information about the name space
that are stored in a local cache that will help speed-up the
future queries. The next time the resolver queries the name
server for the data about a certain domain name the name
server knows about, the process is shortened significantly.

C. DNS - State of the Art

The most extensively used implementation of the Do-
main Name System is BIND. BIND stands for Berkeley
Internet Domain Name; initially implemented as a gradu-
ate student project at the University of Berkeley, then for
a few years it was developed by DEC and afterwards the
task of developing BIND was taken over by the Internet
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Software Consortium (ISC). The current available version
is BIND 8.2.1. The future version BIND 9 is due to be
ready in April 2000, but a beta version for testing will be
made available in the first quarter of year 2000.

Another implementation to be mentioned is the Mi-
crosoft DNS. As the company says it is not a port of BIND
code, but rather a rewrite - RFC compliant - of it. It is in-
cluded in the Windows NT Resource Kit and is available
for platforms running Windows NT 4.0 and upper versions
(also available for Windows 2000).


